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INTRODUCTION
For a long time, systems consisting of overlapping or hard ellipses have received a great deal of attention in theoretical studies [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Recently, the extensive research on percolation systems based on low-dimensional nanoparticles, such as two-dimensional (2D) layered materials (graphene, MoS2, etc. [7] [8] [9] [10] ) and one-dimensional fiber-like nanostructure (carbon nanotubes, metal nanowires, etc. [11] [12] [13] ), extends the interest in overlapping ellipse systems to many practical applications. Like ellipsoids in three-dimensional (3D) systems [14] , ellipses represent the general object shape in 2D systems, ranging from extremely anisotropic fibers or rods to isotropic disks. Up to date, however, there are still some fundamental issues concerning ellipse percolation not well addressed. One the one hand, the reported percolation thresholds of homogeneous ellipse systems are still at low precision [1] , not matching their counterparts, such as the systems comprising sticks [15, 16] , disks (circles) [17] , and rectangles [18] . On the other hand, most simulation [1] and analytic [2] work employs the contact function proposed by Vieillard-Baron [5] (hereafter referred to as VB contact function) to efficiently determine the overlapping status of two identical ellipses. However, the present form of VB contact function only applies to identical ellipses, restricting relevant studies to homogeneous ellipse systems.
This work aims to advance the field and is outlined as follows. Section II explores the high-precision percolation thresholds for homogeneous systems with various ellipse aspect ratios. Section III generalizes VB contact function from identical ellipses to unequal ellipses and investigates heterogeneous systems. Relevant topics are also discussed, including excluded area [18] and apparent symmetry of percolation threshold in systems of unequal object shapes [19] . Section IV summarizes all the conclusions.
II. HOMOGENEOUS ELLIPSE SYSTEMS
In order to obtain high-precision percolation thresholds for homogeneous ellipse systems, we conduct extensive Monte Carlo simulations (each reported percolation threshold requires 3 5000 -40000 core-hours of computation) through an efficient algorithm which integrates the VB contact function [5] into our prior continuum percolation algorithm [15, 18] . The algorithm, based on the combination between the fast Newman-Ziff algorithm [20] and the subcell concept [21] , is identical to that for stick and rectangle percolation [15, 18] except that the bonding criterion is determined by the VB contact function. Briefly, we begin with a blank system (square area) and continuously add ellipses into the system until a cluster, which comprises connecting ellipses, percolates the system. An ellipse of known (fixed) major semi-axis a, minor semi-axis b and hence aspect ratio r = a/b, is simply stored as the combination of a random point (x, y) as its center with a random angle θ as its orientation, and can be denoted as E: [(a,
each of which has length l = 2a (for simplicity, we set l ≡ 1 and hence a = 1/2). During the simulations, each ellipse is registered into a subcell where its center locates so that it is only necessary to check its connectivity with those ellipses locating in the same and eight neighboring subcells. The connectivity between any two identical ellipses, E1: [(a, b) 
where (α = 1, 2) For free boundary conditions (FBC), the system percolates (spans) when a cluster connects both the two opposite boundaries, e.g., the two vertical boundary lines, x = 0 and x = L, in Fig. 1 . To facilitate checking the presence of a spanning cluster, before adding the ellipses, 4 we introduce into the blank system two separate "fake" ellipses, named as LEFT and RIGHT, which actually represent the two boundary lines x = 0 and x = L, respectively. During the cluster evolution, the two ellipses play the same role as a normal ellipse except that they intersect with other ellipses under a different bonding criterion: When a new ellipse E0:
locates in the left (right) boundary subcells (shaded subcells in Fig. 1 ), before checking its connectivity with other ellipses, we test its intersection with the LEFT (RIGHT) ellipse, i.e., the boundary line
If Eq. (2) is satisfied, E0 intersects the LEFT (or RIGHT) ellipse and is attached to the cluster of the latter. Once the LEFT and RIGHT ellipses lie in the same cluster, the system percolates.
The rest of the simulation procedure is identical to that for rectangle systems [18] , such as the pre-screening of two ellipses through checking their center distance before being examined by the VB contact function, and convolution of the simulated spanning probability with Poisson distribution. After a number of simulation runs, the spanning probability R(N, L)
is obtained for systems of size L at any arbitrary ellipse number density N. The percolation threshold Nc can be extracted from the convergence [22, 23] 
where 0.5 () NL is defined through extracted Nc for all the systems studied in this work is listed in Table I where the uncertainty, half-width of the 95% confidence interval, is less than 1 × 10 4 , comparable to those for rectangle systems [18] .
Previous studies [16, 20] suggest that if a system, of square boundaries and periodic boundary conditions (PBC), has wrapping probability W [N, L] , the percolation threshold can be extracted from
While there are different types of wrapping probabilities [16, 20] , in this work we only consider the horizontal wrapping probability W (h) which is the probability of wrapping horizontally around the system and not employ the Newman-Ziff algorithm or the subcell algorithm, so it was challenging to study large-size systems to effectively address finite-size effects. As a result, only low-precision percolation thresholds can be obtained, as listed in Table I .
In 2D continuum systems, percolation threshold Nc is often assumed to be inversely proportional to the average excluded area A [24] , or the product NcA for all systems varies within a range as narrow as 3.2 ≤ NcA ≤ 4.5 [25] . In general, the average excluded area between any two randomly-oriented convex plates i and j is [26, 27] 
where Si and Ci are the area and perimeter of the plate i, respectively. For two identical ellipses with semi-axes a and
and the ellipse perimeter C is [28]
For homogeneous ellipse systems, we set all a = 1/2.
Then Aii in Eq. (6) . Note that A  for ellipse systems is identical to that for rectangle systems [18] . This can be expected since in the limit case r , both ellipse systems and rectangle systems turn to be stick systems [15] .
The products NcAr for the ellipse systems are also listed in Table I . It is clear that all of them lies within the predicted region 3.2 ≤ NcAr ≤ 4.5 [25] , except for the case of r = 1 where NcAr = 4.513, slightly beyond the upper limit. Figure 3 Fig. 3 (note that the wrong formulae for excluded area of rectangles in [18] have been corrected [29, 30] ). The two kinds of systems have very similar Nc -s relationship, although the small difference is beyond the statistical error in Fig. 3 . In order to facilitate future research on the ellipse systems, similar to rectangle systems [18, 29] , we use a high-order polynomial to fit their Nc -s relation as
where and ci are constant coefficients. When n = 8, perfect fitting (adjusted R 2 > 10 1 2 10   ) can be obtained from nonlinear regression of Eq. (9) to Nc obtained from PBC systems in Table I . The fitted coefficients ci are listed in Table II . With these ci, one may predict
Nc for ellipse systems of any r ranging from 1 to ∞ with maximum uncertainty < 
III. HETEROGENEOUS ELLIPSE SYSTEMS A. Generalized VB contact function
Following the outline in Appendix A of Ref. [5] , we derive the generalized contact function for two unequal ellipses E1: 
and 2 2  2  2  2  2  2  2 2  2  2  1 2  1 2  1 2  1 2   22  22  2  2  2  2 systems, we proposed [18] a general law to describe Nc -s relations precisely. Below, we verify that the law also applies to heterogeneous ellipse systems.
In principle, the law is based on the correlation between the two percolation estimates, A . In order to obtain accurate estimates, the Nc -s relation should exhibit excellent linearity [29] , which, however, is not the case for ellipse systems (as well as rectangle systems), as shown in Fig. 3 . We thereby propose the modified excluded area, , defined as, , the Nc -relation for homogeneous ellipse systems exhibits significantly better linearity, as also shown in Fig. 3 . We rewrite Eq. (9) as 1 ()
where i c are coefficients, also listed in Table II . Still, with n = 8, Eq. (12) can be used to predict
Nc for homogeneous ellipse systems of any aspect ratio ranging from 1 to ∞ at the maximum uncertainty around 1 × 10  .
Then, for a binary system [(a1,b1), x1; (a2,b2), x2] with ellipse aspect ratios ri = ai/bi, the two percolation threshold estimates, Nc1 and Nc2, can be obtained from the linear approximation 
where α > 1 is the correlation exponent.
Similar to rectangle systems [18] , we roughly classify the binary ellipse systems into three categories: weakly correlated systems (roughly a1 < 2a2), strongly correlated systems (a1 ≈ 2a2
and usually r1 > 10), and ultrastrongly correlated systems (roughly a1 >2a2 and r1 > 10). The threshold of all systems belonging to the first two categories can be precisely predicted by Eq. (14) with the common correlation exponents α = 1.5 and α = 2.5 for weakly and strongly correlated systems, respectively. As shown in Fig. 6 , the difference between calculated Nc and simulated Nc is negligible (maximum deviation < 0.06). However, for ultrastrongly correlated systems ( Fig. 7) , because the effective average excluded area 
C. Threshold symmetry in binary systems
According to the conjecture by Consiglio et al. [19] , for heterogeneous systems comprising unequal circles (spheres), their critical area (volume) fraction Consiglio et al. [19] expected and roughly demonstrated in all heterogeneous systems consisting of unequal circles (or spheres) the percolation threshold symmetry as In this work we investigate the percolation threshold symmetry for binary ellipse systems. the conjecture in [19] by replacing the ellipse areas Si in Eqs. (15) and (16) Instead, Eq. (20) may provide theoretical backing for the percolation threshold symmetry observed in binary circle systems and extend it to general ellipse systems. From Eqs. (7) and (8), the factor ki only depends on the ellipse aspect ratio r. Therefore, if the two types of ellipses have the same aspect ratio, i.e., r1 = r2, one has k1 = k2. Then, vm in Eq. (19) reduces to v in Eq. We believe this is the underlying physics for the percolation threshold symmetry observed in unequal circle (r1 = r2 = 1) systems [17, 19] . However, our derivation of Eq. (20) involves some approximations, such as the rough average excluded area A and the universal yet "inexact" relation [24, 25] between critical number density and excluded area. Therefore, the symmetry in Eq. (20) should not be exact. This has also been justified by Quintanilla and
Ziff [17] .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This work employs and generalizes Vieillard-Baron's contact function and integrates it into our high-efficiency Monte Carlo algorithm to explore 2D homogeneous and heterogeneous random systems comprising overlapping ellipses. High-precision percolation thresholds are reported for various homogeneous ellipse systems with different aspect ratios. A high-order polynomial is proposed to precisely predict threshold for homogeneous ellipse systems of any aspect ratio ranging from 1 to ∞ with maximum uncertainty < (14)] is verified for precise prediction of percolation threshold for binary ellipse systems where the semi-major axis of the longer ellipses is no more than twice that of the shorter ellipses. In particular, based on the extensive study of binary ellipse systems, we derive a universal symmetry [Eq. (20) ] concerning excluded area and critical number density, which should provide true physics to the apparent percolation threshold symmetry observed earlier in systems comprising unequal circles. 
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where P stands for the spanning probability R for FBC systems and the wrapping probability W for PBC systems, m is the number of simulation runs [16] , and for FBC systems in (a) and (b), Nη stands for N0.5 and the error bars are smaller than the symbols. 
